Biosphere 2 in partnership with UA South M.Ed. Program Presents a:

**Biosphere 2 Hydrosphere Workshop**

*A 2-day Overnight STEM Professional Development Experience for Secondary Education Science Teachers!*

Biosphere 2 and the University of Arizona NSF-Noyce Border Scholars Program will present a two-day workshop on the hydrosphere and STEM teaching. Earth-as-a-System will guide exploration of water scientifically and as a global resource. Included is a comprehensive tour of the Biosphere 2 research facility.

Experts in the field will provide a regional hydrosphere focus through a citizen science lens, looking at GLOBE program projects and water-sheds specific to Arizona.

**June 7-8, 2018**

**Biosphere 2**

32540 S. Biosphere Rd.

Oracle, AZ

Space is limited!

Info via Isela Franco:

iselafranco@email.arizona.edu

Application URL: https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e8m3UTeGGF6ebhb
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